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This week we have been learning…
In English this week we have been learning
about ‘The Lonely Beast’. We have looked into
the book in a lot of detail. We looked at a
scene from the book and discussed what
could be happening, how the beast may
have felt and how the people in the city may
have felt. We have been able to read the
story using a text map. We have used this
information to act out the story and suggest
how we can improve our performance.

In maths we have looked at symmetry in 2D
shapes. We have been able to use mirrors to
create lines of symmetry. We have then
sported a variety of 2D shapes and 3D shapes
using Venn diagrams and discussed how they
have been sorted,
This week in topic we have learnt about
animals including humans. We have looked at
how animals grow and made our own life
cycle representing an animal of our choice.
We have used a thesaurus to describe a
mythical creature, we have begun to use
commas in our sentences.

How you can help at home.
Please take a picture of your child
reading in an unusual place and send it
to our class email for our reading
display.
empire@langleyparkprimaryacademy. org.uk
Home Learning this week:
Reading with your child.
Spellings
Topic challenge

Spellings: Monday, mother, brother,
nothing, other, money, wonder, honey,
discover, cover

Please remember

Please ensure your child is in the correct
uniform for school, for boys this is a shirt, tie,
grey trousers and black shoes. Girls are
required to wear a skirt with grey tights, shirt
and a cardigan. Please check your child's
name is in their clothing.

This week and next week we will be taking part
in our secret agent training services, (SATS) this
is to show any gaps in learning that need to
be covered.

Star of the week goes to…
Adbu
For improving his handwriting and speaking more in class.

